
14150: "taking small walks with now all the family home awaiting for the birth of

little silvester and taking little livia on the other side of the river getting

ideas in the nature there but also playing with her while at home or outside"

12200: "still recording many deaths worldwide for the coronavirus outbreak looking

thoroughly at the increment for all the most hit nations observing the epicenter

now slowly moving with extreme amounts of daily casualties reaching high picks"

06181: "training very seldom at first only taking care of my small kids and barely

managing to take livia once for a bike ride and doing some work in the garden

getting limitd also by the weather and by the coronavirus outbreak with many

restrictions confining us at home and at last ordering on-line a mini-bike to

first train my arms and then my legs while keeping in the living room with livia

with the device on the floor and myself seated on the sofa pedaling"

01195: "a month spent almost entirely in our town in the netherlands with the

corona virus outbreak sweeping through europe and at first forcing myrthe to call

in sick and then experiencing the actual restrictions imposed by the government

and taking advantage of the restrictions to do work in the garden and on my

project thus also seldom changing places and taking far less pictures than usual

not even going with myrthe now also doing all the grocery to avoid me getting too

exposed since i don't have a health insurance yet taking much care of the kids

starting to feed little silvester and often giving him the pacifier to make him

asleep during our walks along the river with also nice spring days coming out but

the beeping feedback of my camera stopping to work making difficult to understand

whether or not i took a picture"

09128: "recording consistently my thoughts now with almost no one out in our dutch

town due to the corona virus outbreak and reflecting about it while also making

more general considerations coming to my head still at times unable to fully think

through them with little silvester crying in the stroller but livia becoming very

contemplative and more disciplined on our walks to the river or a park"

08123: "fable of a dog inspired by the many dog owners experienced daily in my

walks around our dutch town and describing the will of the dog character to set

free  which  indeed  might  also  represent  my  frustration  during  the  coronavirus

outbreak and the enforced restrictions to stay home  yet making the dog into a

super dog eventually twisting the story with some egyptian death cult"

10149:  "making  it  to  stockholm  in  the  middle  of  the  summer  to  register  for

unemployment  and  staying  at  a  hostel  getting  to  know  some  nice  folk  like  a

peruvian scholar quite obsessed about on-line dating and a few refugees but also a

cool german guy going on big adventures through the wilderness of sweden and a

nice russian experimental musician"

04134: "an happy period all at home with the coronavirus outbreak restrictions



enforced  and  yet  enjoying  the  surrounding  dutch  landscape  with  the  spring

blossoming as well as our kids and also feeling quite satisfied about my project

but also frustrated with making decisions on how to go about its numerical tags"

13201: "a month experiencing a full lockdown in our little dutch town due to the

coronavirus outbreak but still being able to take the kids out especially with the

nice weather and despite the limited options often making it to different places

also discovering a nice pond by the river and filming the natural settings and not

so often keeping in the city avoiding people there and keeping the safe distance

to contain the spread of the virus"

12200: "still recording all the coronavirus related casualties with huge peacks in

many countries but not so much third world countries despite the huge distress

caused by the lockdown on poor people and finding it almost impossible to read of

any other non-coronavirus related casualties"

07203: "painting executed during the coronavirus pandemic with myrthe now taking

over my study and spending little time there during the day also quite caught up

in prototyping the numerical tags of my project but nonetheless managing a rather

dynamic painting with two ovalized red dots and still a silvery shape making it

across all the rather dynamically tilted shapes"

02175: "a month affected by the reading of old stories and the watching of movies

now having really no other ways to travel outside our dutch small town due to the

coronavirus outbreak and nonetheless also getting much influenced in my dreams by

my daughter and the time spent with my kids also no getting to sleep alone in our

bedroom and not being woke up by little silvester anymore"

12201: "a few non-coronavirus related deaths emerging in the world news headlines

now searching more in death for countries with also an emerging number of virus

related casualties with countries in south west europe now reaching a stable peak"

09129:  "taking  advantage  of  the  nice  spring  weather  to  take  many  walks  and

recording systematically my thoughts despite having to also push the big double

stroller with my kids at times also requesting my attention and in part also

reflecting on the global lockdown due to the coronavirus pandemic and the need for

a more stoic approach"

08124: "fable improvised during the coronavirus pandemic with a female wolverine

as the main character managing to be adored by the very trapped using her as a

parka and out of this devotion becoming an absolute empress and later the center

of the universe"

16148: "a period of almost non stop sunshine with a cold wind to begin with but

then getting increasingly warmer and summerish to the point that i spent several

days with the kids by the river and at a newly discovered beach in a former mining



site getting even a sunstroke during a picnic and finding it way too hot avoiding

later to go out in the middle of the day yet enjoying the weather especially in

our garden where we kept also a lot given the coronavirus pandemic lockdown and

the  good  weather  bringing  a  lot  of  people  to  break  the  distancing  rules

particularly by the river"


